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Abstract

Principal Proponent: Godofreda V. Dalmacion, MD, MSc

Co -investigators: Hilton Lam PhD, Noel Juban,MSc, Consorcia Castillo-Cara dang, MSc,Ma. Lourdes
Amarillo,MSc.

Background: Paper- based Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR) reporting has been i place for more than six

decades, a result of the unreliability of premarketing drug trials to completely identify all adverse drug

reactions. Under- reporting continues to trouble the system for many reaso s among which"time to
write a report" is one of them. With the widespread use of mobile phones an Short Messaging Service

(SMS) or texting, their use by health professionals and patients to report A becomes an important

subject to be explored as an alternative or supplemental method of reporting.

Objectives: to determine the use and efficiency of SMS-computer system for eporting ADR by health

professionals and patients.

Study Methodology: Cross sectional before and after study measuring number f ADR reports from pre-
registered physicians of a tertiary hospital in Metro Manila during a 12-month servation period.

Results: the rate of reporting in 12 months among 51 pre registrants was 2/ or 3.9%. After several

discussions, it was decided that legal, ethical and medical issues may arise fro reports of patients thus

participation was confined to physicians. The system was not efficient becau of power interruption,
competition with the existing paper-based reporting and unforeseen expi ation of prepaid loads.

However, SMS can be effective in releasing drug information especially abo new safety profile of a

drug or recent withdrawals from EMA and the US FDA. The most common A R in the study was vivid
dreams, nightmares with montelukast for asthma which is a known advers reaction to the drug. It

appears that the most common cause of not reporting is the perception that here is no ADR followed

by the confining syntax required to report which can be addressed by allowin texting without a fixed
format.

SMS reporting of ADR is

,ODD to set up the SMS-

option to release drug

texting can encourage

tor that will encourage

inders and educational

onducted in a sample of

Conclusion: The rate of reporting ADR was 3.9% using SMS. At its present form

not efficient at a cost of 4886 PhP per report excluding the capital outlay of 2

Computer Reporting System alone. However, SMS appears to be a good

information and advisories related to new drug profiles. The use of free for

reporting compared to a predefined syntax. However, the most important f

reporting remains to be constant and consistent communication through re

campaigns of the benefit of ADR reporting emphasizing those clinical trials are

patients computed based on the outcome of efficacy.
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Towards the early 70's, Pharmacovigilance became the buzzwor in the field of drug

development when regulators, manufacturers, and doctors lamentably realized that all drug

registrations are merely conditional after the notorious Thalidomide inciden in 1961. Premarketing

animal studies for the drug Thalidomide revealed that drug studies on nimals were unreliable

predictors of human responses. Thus, limb defects and severe neurological a normalities not seen in

animals were seen in humans on whom Thalidomide was administered. s an offshoot of this

unfortunate incident, WHO established the International Drug Monitoring i 1968 in UPPSALA.The

program created an ADR monitoring system that was based on spontane us reporting by Health

Professionals. In the early 80s, regulators and doctors realized that prolongi g the approval of new

drugs (i.e. drugs for novel diseases, drugs that can provide better therap tic alternatives to less

effective existing ones, drugs that can avert complications from diseases, an drugs that can prolong

life) is as harmful as allowing marketing of drugs without post-marketing survei lance. They realized that

the effects of drug-drug interactions and self medications, coupled with the et unforeseen and rare

adverse drug reactions (ADRs) not evident during dinical trials, were vari les that could only be

discovered after marketing. This realization paved the way to the discipline of P armacovigilance.

To promote and encourage post-marketing surveillance, various strat gies, regulatory policies,

and even laws were created by lawmakers, health professionals and drug man acturers to facilitate the

reporting of suspected adverse drug reactions and events. Also, the major tas for assuring drug safety

was given to the pharmaceutical companies. This, however, has resulted to a onflict of interest and a

restrained willingness to passjudgment on a drug's culpability. A case in point is Cerivastatin. After the

release of Cerivastatin on February 18, 1998, the dataset of Adverse Drug Re ctions (ADRs)grew, but

important analyses of these data remained internal to Bayer Corporation i formation (Psaty 2004).

Bayer modified the label of Cerivastatin five times during the 3 years that the d g was available to try to

improve its safety before ultimately withdrawing it from the market.

After 4 decades, post-marketing surveillance of newly marketed drugs as become considered a

vital step in drug development, demanding the same attention and rigors as t e other steps. It also led

to the science of Pharmacovigilance (PV), which is defined as "activities r lating to the detection,

assessment, understanding and prevention of adverse effects or any othe drug-related problem".

Together with the WHO Collaborating Centre for International Drug M itoring, Uppsala, WHO

promotes PV at the country level. At the end of 2010, 134 countries beca e part of the WHO PV
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Program. Recently, PV has become synonymous to patient safety and care i relation to the use of

medicines.

Post-marketing surveillance uses a number of approaches to monit the safety of licensed

drugs, including spontaneous reporting databases, prescription event moni ring, electronic health

records, patients' registries, and record linkage between health databases (Fai h 1987). These data are

reviewed to highlight potential safety concerns in a process known as data ining. The creation of a

database is thus critical to successful post-marketing drug surveillance. This da abase will be constantly

populated by reports of medication errors and suspected ADRs by health prof ssionals, manufacturers

and consumers/patients. Presently, different countries have different ways 0 reporting adverse drug

reactions and medication errors to the regulatory body. US FDA has both v luntary and mandatory

reporting through MedWATCH; Canada has the CanadaVigilance Program, wh e the UK has the Yellow

Card Scheme, which uses spontaneous prescription event monitoring. Malaysi r Philippines, Korea and

Taiwan also depend on spontaneous reporting of ADRs. Whatever the strate es are, ADR reporting is

primarily spontaneous and still paper-based. But how efficient is this method?

A systematic literature search was carried out in 2006 to identify studi s providing a numerical

estimate of the underreporting of ADRsto spontaneous reporting systems. A t tal of 37 studies using a

wide variety of surveillance methods were identified from 12 countries. The m ian underreporting rate

acrossthe 37 studies was a high 94% (interquartile range 82-98%).There was n significant difference in

the median underreporting rates calculated for general practice and hospit I-based studies (Hazell,

2006). Despite more than five decades of spontaneous reporting of adverse dr events, underreporting

still remains a major drawback. Health professionals are the key original sou ce of reports, while the

value of patient reporting is yet unclear. But as our study has proven, legal d ethical aftermaths of

reports from patients must be well thought of before allowing patients' articipation in the ADR

reporting system. It is expected that the electronic transmission of all report is likely to become the

norm within a few years, which is a well-advanced system between pharm ceutical companies and

regulatory authorities, but still in its infancy for health professionals in many arts of the world (2006,

Waller).

In the era of computers, cyberspace, and rapid connectivity, using the hort Messaging Service,

more commonly known as "texting", it is reasonable to explore the p tential usage of these

technologies in reporting adverse drug events. Mobile phone texting has been sed as a tool for malaria

control in Africa (Zurovac, 2012). It served to substantially bridge the com unication gap between

program managers, health workers, and patients in the efficient control of alaria. In 2008, mobile



phone texting for pharmaceutical care in a hospital was implemented in China. (Mao, 2008). The system

was called the Mobile Pharmacy Service System (MPSS). The text message sent by the system to

patients consisted of the following: 1) reminders about medication from the d y following discharge, 2)

practical information about medicines, and 3) information about adverse dr g reactions. A survey to

determine if patients were satisfied with the pharmaceutical care provided y MPSS showed positive

reception to the system despite some limitations. Our study would now Ii e to test whether SMS

reporting of adverse drug reaction is possible and efficient given the fact tha !=ilipinos are well-known

texters. In 2003, the average Filipino mobile subscriber sent an average 0 195 text messages per

month (about 7 messages a day). By comparison, that same year the averag user in the USA sent 13

messages a month. In 2007, Filipinos sent a staggering 1.39 billion text mess ges _. roughly 50 million

users. In 2009, the trend continued to about 73 million subscribers. A recent study revealed that the

average Filipino mobile phone user sends an average of 600 text messagesper onth or 43% more than

their counterparts in the United States (Web).
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General Objective

To empower patients and health professionals ensure the safe of medicines through

reporting of suspected Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) using SMS (textin ) linked to a computer

interface whereby reports are subsequently analyzed by an academe c m research-based drug

surveillance unit. The entire system has been given the name Drug Informati n and Monitoring Events

for Safety or DIMES.

Specific Objectives

1. To determine the rate of reporting adverse drug events by th patients and doctors

using SMSset up in a tertiary hospital in Metro Manila.

2. To determine the most commonly reported adverse drug react ns

3. To determine the most commonly involved drugs suspected f adverse drug reactions

reported by patients and doctors

4. To determine the association between suspect drug and repo ed adverse drug reaction

using Naranjo algorithm for causality determination

5. To estimate the efficiency of the system using number of ad erse drug reaction/event

reports over the cost of the reporting system.
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Prior to the development of the reporting system which included the omputer hardware and

mobile phone interface, a situational analysis was done to determine the prevailing practice and

regulations on reporting adverse drug reactions in the Philippines. Some of the elevant results from the

key informant interview were cited under the results of the study. A hospital etting was chosen to be

the study site since prescribing here would be more extensive. Hospital recor s were also available to

provide additional information during the causality determination phase. B h doctors and patients

were targeted as reporters. Nurses and other health workers especially the h spital pharmacists were

allowed to report but were not included in the active recruitment.

The study hospital was chosen based on the following criteria: active Pharmacy and

Therapeutics Committee (PTC), high prescriptions for clinically important edication with narrow

margins of safety, list of health providers that were relatively stable, and a hig expected follow-up rate

among patients considering the extent of services the hospital provided.

Because of the need to establish a mobile phone interface, an IT pr vider was subsequently

identified to join in developing the technical component of the reporting sys m. Meanwhile, a group

composed of consultants with expertise useful in ADR reporting was formally rganized. They met and

created guidelines for reporting and collating the ADR reports, taking into acco nt all possible scenarios

that can trigger reporting, as well as the appropriate reply through text mess ge. A decision algorithm

known as Naranjo algorithm, supported by existing medical literature as used for causality

determination of the reports. The group was composed of a pharmac epidemiologist, a field

epidemiologist, a health economist, and social scientist, who were all based n the academe. A social

scientist was vital in the communication of any health alert that would be gen ated from the database.

Together, this group and the computer- based, web-ready ADR database with SMS interface was given

the acronym "DIMES" or the "Drug Information and Monitoring Event for Safe ",

The design is cross-sectional; specifically a Before and After study in lusive of 2-4 months of

preparatory work and implementation of the reporting system. After the dev opment of the reporting

system and situational analysis, full implementation and rollout in the study ite was conducted for 8

months. This original observation period was extended to 12 months.The repo s were received by SMS

and automatically encoded in a database in a computer dedicated 24/7 to eceive the reports. The

database has been structured to encode following a default format, which is as ollows:



Suspect ADR> suspect drug>indication of use> gender> age> prepara ion of the meds> no. of

days taken> other drugs taken> initial of reporter or co-morbidities.
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The database was reviewed daily by the program manager, not only or the presence of new

entries, but for any technical glitches. During the initial rollout, advisories on ew drug withdrawals or

emerging profiles of new adverse drug reactions were also issued through SM to all registrants of the

system. Meanwhile, a group composed of scientific and communication consultants previously

described as DIMEScrafted the reporting guidelines and the tool for causality termination. They were

expected to also serve as the referral center for ADRsthat would need immedi te medical attention, or

convene anytime to decide possible associations between clusters of similar A Sto the suspect drug. It

was also planned that any important trends would be shared through SMS 0 the registrants of the

system. This especially applied to reports of adverse drug reactions that have Ii ewise been observed or

reported by other countries through their regulatory agencies or published by her researchers.

Partici pants

Because of confidentiality issues and unpredictability of queries ich might compromise

patient-doctor relationship, the SMS system was made available only to physi ians. After reviewing the

results of the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) by the DIMES team, it was decid that it was too risky to

allow patients to report until the system had been tested among doctors. F rthermore, the common

practice of physicians sharing their mobile phone numbers with their patients 0 enable them to follow

up using SMS was revealed during the FGD. Fortunately, the most common reason doctors gave for

giving their mobile phone numbers to their patients was "for patients to rei any occurrence of side

effects to the drugs they are taking". The side effects referred to are nor any those listed in the

package insert or those only known to the prescribing physicians. The second ost common reason was

for "scheduling follow-up appointments".

The UP Philippine General Hospital was selected as study site because i embodies all the criteria

cited.
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Based on the work plan, there were five milestones in the implement" ion of the SMS Adverse

Drug Reaction Reporting system in the study which will serve as subtopics unc er results. These are the

fo IIowing:

Milestone Point persons
l. Technical component of the IT consultant, program manager •

system and DIMES

•

•
2. Orientation and recruitment Research Group •

of registrants to the system

3. Informational component -
SMS drug information alerts;
Instruction on reporting

Appendix 1. Flow chart
of the system
Appendix 2. DIMES
technical manual
Appendix 3. DIMES
guideline for reporting
Appendix 4.
Registration form to the
SMS reporting

IT, program manager and DIMES • Appendix 5 Flyers of
the SMS reporting

• Appendix 6 List of
advisories

Program manager and DIMES • Appendix 7 Algorithm4. Actual intervention-
collection and analysis of the
SMS ADR reports
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5. Post-intervention survey Research group • Appendix 8 Post
intervention survey

A. The Technical Component

Please see Appendix 1 for the flow chart of the reporting system "DIME S", Initially, we identified

the UP-NIH Telehealth to assist us in the establishment of the Reporting syc em with SMS interface.

However, mobile phone connectivity was not within the technical capacity of he unit. In late October

2009, the research group discovered a digital marketing group that could pr ovide a connection with

companies providing SMS services interfacing with our computer ADR datal ase, This group was the

Entertainment Gateway Group, or EGG, who specialized in digital marketing an ~ mobile special projects.

Although they did not have any past working experiences with any health-relet ed projects, working with

them could provide a connection with the two biggest Telecos, namely SMAR and GLOBE. A series of

meetings and negotiations transpired from November 2009 to August 2C O. Unfortunately, after

refining the legal aspect of the memorandum of agreement with EGG, we lea ned that DIMES need to
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have at least 20,000 worth of hits per month to comply with the total cost the contract. This was

unattainable considering the background information of ADR reporting at th study site, which was

about 20 to 30 per year. Thus, negotiations with EGGwere abandoned and n w partners sought. The

new partner found was chaired by an Information Technology specialist wh created a database for

reporting casesof Malaria for Shell Foundation. Given the financial constraints, e opted to commission

them although gateway to the Telcos would be through the regular SMS pre aid subscriptions. Three

mobile phones serviced by three Telcos namely, Smart, Globe and SUN were attached to a computer

dedicated 24/7 to receive reports. A series of pre tests were done thereafter The computer interface

was in the form of a MS EXCELdatabase of BizTXT. It automatically encoded he reports in the order

that it was written. Thus, it will enter in the first field the ADR reports followe by the suspect drugs in

the second field and so forth as defined by the syntax. If the order of writing he text is changed, then

the wrong entry will go into the field. The IT partner diligently took part in d monstrating the system

during all our workshop and orientation sessions. Finally, it was launched in arch 2011 and became

fully operational thereafter. The original duration of the project was Novembe 1, 2009 to April 2011. At

this point, we knew that the project was definitely behind schedule. An ex ension of one year was

requested and subsequently granted.

B. User Manual Development and Training

Two training workshops were conducted at the two preselected stu y areas in the hospitals,

namely the Department of Internal Medicine and the Department of Obstet ics and Gynecology. The

system was described and the acceptable syntax for reporting was explai ed. The registration of

physicians into the study departments was done. Initial load was provided to gistrants present during

the orientation-workshop. Registration continued after this session but no fr e load was given to the

registrants thereafter.

C. DIMES Guidelines

Guidelines for reporting were formulated and disseminated to the stu sites. Operating manual

was created for causality determination by DIMESusing a combination of elec onic-based review of the

literature and the Naranjo algorithm. Pleasesee Appendix 2A and 2B.
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Results

There were 51 registrants to the reporting system. Thirty were SUN ubscribers, fifteen were

Globe, and six were SMART. It appeared that SUN was the preferred Telco by doctors in PGH, perhaps

owing to its low rates and reasonably attractive plans. Below are the activities ( DIMES from November

2009, the start of the project, to March 2012.
I

Table 1. DIMES reporting system activities from 2009 to 2012 and repc rted events

Dates Outputs Messages from target respondents Glitches
November 2009 Negotiations

with IT providers
July 2010 Change of IT

consultant
September 2010 Buy in sessions I

with Pharmacy
and
Therapeutics
Committee and
the study sites in
PGH, namely OB
GYN and
Medicine

November 2010 Installation of I
SMS unit

February 22, 2011 First pre-test of
system
First advisory on Request for information on
anti-psychotic ivabradine
drugs during
pregnancy

March 3, 2011 SMS launching in
Buenafe UPCM (

I

see picture)
March 18, 2011 Modem reinstalled. Power
(Fri) interruption noted

Second advisory
on abacavir and
third advisory on
PPI

May 2011 Advisory and
reminders

May 10,2011 Modem unresponsive and
(Tues) reinstalled
June 10, 2011 (Fri) Modem reinstalled,

I

I
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recommended
reinstallation of the as and
DIMES system

June 21, 2011 Modem not working,
(Tues) reinstalled, reconfiquration

of DIMES system.
Web/db/services, initial
installation of BizTXT lite

June 22, 2011 Nightmares memory
lapses/montelukast /Iemale/
asthma/?

**June 24,2011 Re-
(Fri) installation/reconfiguration

of DIMES
June 28, Reinstallation/re
2011(Tues) configuration/ Testing of

BizTXT, replaced USB hub
for modems

July 2011 Reminders and
advisories (7)@

August 2011 Vivid disturbing dreams/singular for
asthma/female/53

September 2011 Arthritis/ciprofloxacin/58/female/U7 Internal validation sent by
principal proponent;
Report noli received

Hepatitis/isoniazid/female/71/ri/am, Discovered post
icin implementation report not

received
October 2011 Reminders Retained only 2 of the 3

original Teclos- SUN and
SMART

November 2011 Reminders Sometimes no loads**
December 2011 Sometimes no loads
January 2012
Feb 2012
March 2012
April 2012

** Since there was no built-in connection with the three Telcos, regul r manual loading had to
be done. In italics are the four adverse drug reports from the officially corm renced DIMES operation
March 2011 to Feb 2012, a duration of 11 months. I

*** Power interruptions
7 Advisories culled from USFDA released through DIMES

l. Increased risk of bladder Cancer with Pioglitazone

2. Increased incident of Cancer with Angiotensin Receptor Blocks s (ARB)s

3. Smoking cessation aid



4. Dosing of Erythropoiesis stimulating Agents (ESA)

5. Children of mother taking anti-convulsants

6. Inadvertent Radiation exposure

15

7. Reevaluation of the effects of Multaq -generic name is Drone rone, a drug used for

Atriall fibrillation.

There were a total of four reports in a period of 11 months, one of w ich was not received by

the SMS-computer system but discovered in the post-implementation survey The other ADR was an

actual episode of adverse reaction to Ciprofloxacin sent by the primary roponent to check the

reliability of the system or otherwise known as a planted text message for inter al validation. The actual

number of ADR reports received by the system summed up to 2. If there were fifty-one registrants and

we use this as a denominator, there were 2/51 or 3.9% reports in eleven m nths. ADR reports were

noted to stop once advisories or reminders were also stopped. Numerous gli hes were encountered,

mostly brought about by an environment of unstable SMS connectivity. The reasons for these were

often power interruptions and insufficient load balance. Interestingly, m st of the reinstallation

occurred on Tuesdays and Fridays. There were no validated explanations for e absence of a modem

service during these days. Nevertheless, it is surmised that most of the interr ptions and low balance

occurred on weekends and were identified on Mondays. Since the program mnager vrrtualllY managed

the system, these could not be fixed on weekends. Once the problem was ide tified at the start of the

week, the problem could only be resolved the next day, such as reinstalling B TXT or bUYi~gthe load.

Eventually, the third Telco, GLOBEwas removed from the system since the is a greateJ chance of

missing a test message if there were three Telcos which need to be re-Ioade regularly. As part of the

development of the reporting system, existing status of any ADR reporting sy tem was invytigated by

interviewing two key informants, a pharmacist staff of the PGH PTCand the p ysician group. The latter

being composed 01. bigger number 01participants underwent. focus group discussion Iflit.ted by

the social scientist of the study group. Participants were culled from the targ ted clinical dIpartments

only, namely, Internal Medicine and Obstetrics and Gynecology.

The results of a key informant interview involving a PTCmember of th PGHalongside the FGD

are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Result of Key Informant Interview of a PGH PTCmember alongslde the Physicians' FGD.

Respondents Key Informant (Pharmacist of Focus ~roup Discussion
the PGH PTC) (PCH physicians)

How long has ADR More than a decade More than 10 ears
reporting existed in your
hospital?
Do you have a hospital Yes Yes
formulary? I

How many drugs do you 1,500 Not asked I
have in the formulary?
Most common drugs Metoprolol Chemothera oeutic drugs
dispensed?

Aspirin Steroids
Isoflurane Contraceptive
Metformin Insulin and an logues
Sevoflurane Metronidazol
Tamoxifen Antihistamine I
Calcium carbonate Ferrous sulfat I

Multivitamins
No of prescriptions 49,000 2-3 prescripti nsfpatient
serviced per month?
Who can report? Anyone with direct contact with Not asked

patient
Who accepts the report? Allergy section Not asked
How many reports per No idea Do not know
year?
What do you think will No idea no load, no mobile phorie, no
hinder reporting by transportati bn money, no time
texting? for paperwc rk, no signal, text

long. {synta ).At times, patients
do not reco nize it as ar ADR.
8 out of 10 I atients own mobile
phones*

Most commonly reported Lasparaginase The commo types of ADR are:
drugs with ADR? anticipated ide effects (9/10 of

patients), u foreseen events
(1/10 patie ts).
People who usually report ADRs
are females (including
femalerelat ves of male
patients).

Anti-kochs combination
Vancomycin
Phenobarbital

Do you agree to form an Fully agree Everybody grees that there is a
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ADR reporting system in need for rep or ting of
the hospital? ADR.Patient already report

ADRs to the ::Ioctors: sms
texts,during ollowing ups, come
back earlier han scheduled,
allergy line srns}. Once severe,
patient calls

Do you agree to form an Fully agree
ADR reporting system Agree
nationally?
Rate the success of your Very successful I

ADR system?
What policy changes Memo on adjustments in dosing Not asked
happened because of the regimen of drugs with dose
ADR reporting? related ADR
What are your Awareness campaign via
recommendations on how symposia, conferences
a hospital reporting
system can be sustained?
What is your opinion on Do not agree May become substitute for face-to-
accepting ADR reports face consults
from doctors and other Message may not be drug related
health professionals Patients are n it in a good position to
directly handling patient report ADRs e pecially for multiple
care through the mobile drug intakes ( ifficult to de~ermine
phone? ADR).
What is your opinion on Do not agree Agree
accepting ADR reports
from patients through the
mobile phone?
Please suggest how the Form a committee on ADRs Interactive sy tem for ADR reporting
hospital reporting system consisting of pharmacists, nurses, Immediate fe dback is important
should operate or what consultants, administrators. Have Drug advisory (alerts for pahicular
are your thoughts on it? an ADR approval form which drug)

health care worker can fill up. Therapeutic f ilure should also be
Prepare an ADR reporting reported
system. Promote awareness at
the hospital level.

Briefly, Table 2.which summarized the responses of both groups, revea ed a common agreement

to have an ADR reporting system even up to the national level. It was alsc noted that there was a

difference in the drug class that they perceived to be often reported for thei adverse druJs reactions.

For the PTC, anesthetics appear to be the most commonly dispensed drug cia s showing perhaps a high

rate of surgeries performed in the study site. The most commonly dispensed ::Irug from the physicians'

I

I
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viewpoint are steroids and hypoglyemics agents. It can also be estimated tha t there is close to 17,00

patients to whom drugs are dispensed in the study site given that the total dn gs dispensed a month i

49,000 at an average 2-3 drugs prescribed per patient.

It is not surprising that the most important contribution of the ADR rep rting system in PGHwa

"advise to adjust medicine's dose" secondary to ADR arising from erroneous osing. Strictly speaking
1

this indicates "medication error" which is one of the components of ADR.

Post-intervention activity

Because of the unreliable connection, a survey was administered to 37'3 of registered physician

to determine the reason for the very low reports from May 2011, the rollout pe iod.

Table 3. Post-Intervention Survey among Registrants

Total number of registrants 51
No of respondents 19/51or 37.2% I

IM respondents 9 1
DB respondents 10

Attended FGD 1
Attended ADR meeting 13

Did not attend any 5 I
Q1 Did you at any time, send a report I
using SMS for ADR reporting? SentADR 1

Did not send ADR 18
Reason for not

sending
1-NoADRc ~ses 114
2- Reporte via

paper 1
3 - No ans ~er 4

Q2 During the times you sent a 1
report, did you have any problems? Problems 1

No problems 12
Not applicable 116

Problems
encountered:

1- no
acknowledg ment 1

Q3 Have you ever received any drug
updates or info from DIMES? No updates received 5

Received updates 12
1

I

I

8

o

s

s

s
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I

No answer 2
Q4 What were the hindrances with

. the use of SMS for reporting?
Presence of paper-

based reporting 2

Despite the fact that the background ADR reporting in PGHis lower tha the rate we obtained, it

Syntax 4

was still imperative to know what deterred or facilitated reporting among the registrants to the study.

Thus a survey was conducted among them to determine the possible reasons f( r the low ratJ reporting.

The major reason was still the absence of a "detected ADR" (14/19 or 74%). T e second most common

reason was the syntax (4/19 or 21%) which was relatively long and restrictive. n the presence of a pre-

existing paper-based reporting system (2/19 or 10%), paper-based reports wer given as the third most
I

commonly considered hindrance to the SMS reporting. Contrary to common be ief, fear of litigation was

never mentioned as a deterrent to reporting.

Discussion

lack of time 1

The Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR) reporting system in the Philippines is under the IPhiliPPines

Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Paper-based ADR reporting has exis ed in several hospitals,

including the Philippine General Hospital for more than 20 years. Its implemer tation and management

fell shorter than expected, with FDA receiving only 1000 to 2000 reports per year. Yet, in 12003, drug

sales from the largest drug retailer in the Philippines, Mercury Drug, amou ted to nearly 43 billion

pesos. A consumer-oriented reporting system, Bantay Gamot, which enco urages the reporting of

complaints from consumers, was recently launched by the FDA. However, thr nature of the reporting

system of Bantay Gamot will likely invite complaints and demand for pavme ht or punitive measures

against the drug manufacturer or against the prescriber. On the other hand, harmacovig+nce is the

foundation of drug surveillance by gathering and analyzing newer inform tion about drug safety

otherwise not discernable in drug trials.

lack of perceived
need 1

For many years, the regulatory agency of the Philippines has announce that their budget is not

enough to either increase the number of their field inspectors, personnel, r efficiently iperate an

independent post-marketing surveillance system. Needless to say, there are 0 her competing needs for

the budget available for FDA use. Thus, the National Adverse Drug Reaction It::ommittee (NADRAC) of

No ADR detected 11
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BFADis now a lifeless form whose vestigial remains are seen in its long dead ebsite. Recently, efforts

went underway to revive the NADRAC.Bantay Gamot program became sirnpl a starter. Nevertheless,

without the dedicated support of government, the number of reports to NAD C might never prosper.

Rather, reports may dwindle down to nothingness through time if an educatio al campaign ~irected to

physicians on the benefits of ADR reporting is not done. The massive and aggre sive promotions by drug

companies of their new products, accompanied with gifts to potential pr cribers, can I effectively

hypnotize doctors into believing that all drugs are safe based on the much-tout d results of Randomized

Clinical Trials. With this development, patient safety has been further compr mised with just a mere

pharmaceutical-initiated, post-marketing drug surveillance system. Additio lIy, a new law in the

Philippines has opened the floodgates for generic drugs. Presumably, generic rugs can be considered

therapeutically and physically equivalent to the innovator drugs only if and wh n an efficient regulatory

agency is in place to monitor drug quality. Unfortunately, even prior to the influx of generic drugs,

prevalence of counterfeit drugs in the country has been reported to be hi albeit undJrestimated

(web).

The geography of the Philippines is also such that cities and provinces are separated by bodies

of water. Because of this, hospitals have been devolved to the local gove ment unit, 1nd so the
I

monitoring of adverse drug events and substandard drugs is a logistical nig tmare. What effectively

connects people are the cellular phones and short message services. Filipinos, s previously mentioned,

are the number one "texters" in the world, with sixteen million subscribers out f sixty milli+ excluding

those with prepaid subscriptions. Even the poorest of the poor are known to own mobile phones.

Texting is widespread and readily provides an opportunity of communicating nformation about drugs,

offer interventions, and amass reports that can optimize the rational use of harmaceutical products.

With information comes knowledge, and with knowledge, prudence and righ decision-making follow.

This conceptually underlies the objective of this proposal. When patients und rstand the limitations of

the drug approval process, they become cognizant of their important role to thi process. As target users

they should be able to differentiate adverse events from side effects and pa cipate proactivelv in the

never ending process of optimizing drug use and safety.

porting. The!qUestion is

y show that there is no

However, under reporting remains a major drawback of paper-based

whether reporting will improve with the use of texting. The results of the st

increase in the reporting of ADR using SMS but the latter is best used as a ra id tool for disseminating

drug information. In fact, the first text message from a registrant was a re uest for information on

Ivabrine, a drug for stable angina pectoris. The prevalence of ADR reporting r nge from a low 7% of all



hospital admissions in the UK and 13% of all admissions to internal medicine
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inics in swedln. In New

Zealand, 12.9% of all hospital admissions are due to adverse drug events.( oorni, 2007). Our data

revealed a lower rate of 3.9%. The rate of ADR reporting nationwide cannot be Iculated because of the

absence of a denominator. It was also observed that SMSis not as reliable as aper-based i~ reporting

ADR.The most common reason for this is the unstable power supply in the Uni ersity where it is housed

and unreliable mobile phone loads. Since the system is not connected to a Telc gateway fori reasons of

cost, loads have to be manually and regularly entered into the three phones. If nd when SMSis used to

communicate with patients, to report an adverse drug event or to be used n aid of health service,

SUNCELLis the best Telco to be used followed by GLOBEand then SMART.Aim st 2/3rds of doctors use

SUNCELLperhaps because of its lower charges for sending text messages, It al 0 has the cheapest plan

which includes free phones. The consultant group DIMES contributed ignificantly to deciding

appropriate responses to different reporting scenarios, deciding on the decisi n analysis pathway and
I

creating the computer based interface. Unfortunately, the group's contributi to making 1MS based-

reporting viable was not tested given the limited number of reports which can all be validated by

existing drug information.

It also appeared that the drugs most commonly reported depended n which diseases were
I

prevalent during the period of reporting in our case asthma between the m nth of June and August.

This explanation may be applicable for illnesses that are seasonal in nature.

In a setting where paper based reporting is available, the use of SMS y not be a vi1ble option

to reportinJ by textingunless it is merely used to do the following: elevate the level of consciousne

drug information, provide service for verification or validating the relationsh p between suspect ADR

and suspect drug/s or serve as a constant reminder to report. Interestingly, ear of Iitigati1bn is not a

major deterrent to reporting but rather the non -detection of reportable ADR. his finding highlights the

need to educate doctors to the fact that adverse drug reactions especially to

not yet fully known at the time of marketing and therefore not confined to th

regular drug package insert. Thus, any odd or unexplainable reaction especi

ew chemical entities are
I

side effects listed in the

I t I. .y 0 a new prescription

should be reported since this might inadvertently be a signal for a new pr caution or new adverse

events not seen in the clinical trial phase. The premarketing clinical trial is an artificialli controlled

environment where patients are usually selected not to be "too young or t 0 old", not taking other

medications that can interact with other drugs just enough based on sam Ie size and without co-

morbidities. The identification of an adverse drug reaction, unlike efficacy is a function of tte and the

background incidence of the adverse reaction. Unfortunately, no one knows e background incidence
I



of any ADRwhether old or new drug. It is also likely that the ADR is a known co plication of the disease

being treated. For example, if renal failure is the unforeseen ADRto a new dru for Diabetesl findings in

22

the trial can be confounded by the fact that a complication of diabetes is also enal failure. Emergence

of ADR depends also on the number of people exposed to the drug. If the DR occurs at a rate of

1:100,000, the drug has to be taken in by 300,000 patients to detect 1 ADR wit a level of CO[fidenCeof

95%. However, sample sizes of clinical drug trials are calculated using effica y as outcome and thus

patients in a clinical trial ranges only from a few thousands to at most 30, 000 or 50,000. Furthermore,

sample sizesare satisfied by doing multicenter trials involving different races.

Lastly, an important and critical determinant for a successful SMS-base ADR reporting may still
I

be the hardware plus a stable and reliable connectivity. In developing countri s where texting may be

expensive and the services interrupted by many things, from power interrupt n to satellite problems,

SMSmay be a wise option for releasing advisories such as breaking news on d g withdrawals or about

fatal adverse reactions such assudden death asexemplified by Vioxx.

Conclusion

The rate of SM5-based reporting from physicians pre-registered to

hospital where a paper-based reporting co-exists in a period of 12 months was

report was on Montelukast for the control of asthma in the form of nigh

he system i, a tertiary

.9%. The mist common

ares and vivid dreams

followed by ciprofloxacin in the form of arthritis. An ADR report which wa not received raised the

concern of connectivity as a problem to this type of reporting. Meantime, the ost important reason for

not reporting based on the physician's perception is the non detection of AD followed b~ the syntax

error. The latter is required by the system so that analysis can be immediat Unless the connectivity

problem is resolved by making sure Telco service operational in 24 hours, 7 days a week through

uninterrupted power supply and making sure enough load is in the system; exting is better used for

drug information and advisories or as a reminder to participate in the pap based reporting. More

educational campaigns must be conducted to emphasize the real goal of A R reporting lhich is to

obtain novel information of safety about a new drug, quantify the real prev lence of known adverse

reactions in a specified community or racial group, optimize or rationalize dru use by making this new

information available aside from quantifying medicine errors. At its present form, the syrem is not

efficient. Minus the capital outlay of 240,000 PhP,we spent PhP per 19,544 r a total of 4 reports or

4,886 PhP per report. The amount of 19,544 is based on the actual cost in erms of load and SIMS.
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Presently, SMS for adverse drug reactions will have to be re-formatted and pr tested longer to discern

its real impact on ensuring medicines' safety.
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APPENDIX 1

FLOW CHART OF REPORTING SYSTEM

4-digit access.:.--------

Patient

Flow chart of renort
I have (reaction), age,gender, it might be
Drug X (the actual brand taken), took it for
diagnosis, time of onset from intake [hours or
min], other meds.

Free access

Start here
Patient and Doctor

~

1
Access # )T

drug info

24

Doc or (please see next page)

1
Access # for
reporting

Other E11egulatory-based data I
e.g .• us FDA

SMS receives message
Pharmacist retrieves message and can provide helpful tips

1
Automatic reply:

Thank you for
reporting

I
Refers to drug

database

1 1
Type CB, change brand,
eM, change med, expiry
date, registration status,
international advisories on
the drug and other relevant
information

Information only
limited to
verification of
side effects shared
by attending
physician, dose
and known
precautions

Sent to attending
physician of the
reporting patient if
identifiable in the
system

Enters into
database

Sour+s of info
I.Drug info
databke**
2.FDt,- list of
Accredited
Drug Icompanies and
Regisfered drugs

**Tolet
Mecline



APPENDIX 1

Doctor

ADRreportt I Free access

Reaction, suspect drug, diagnosis, dose, onset of reaction
Age and gender of patient, other medications. A ? after report means
Doctor want to ask query? If period, it is a mere report.

DIMES Phannacist-conflrms if doctor in dbase

If query-Thanks
the doctor- gives
info of known
frequency of
reaction to the
suspect drugs.
For more
quenes

1 ~
I Pharmacist I

Yes, it is related to the
drug, ( info is in the drug
database):
-KnownADR
-Drug-drug effect
-Wrong dose
-Toxic dose
-Compliance problem
-No other replies will be
grven.

Enters into
database.

Provides
info

equest f r drug i
NO r free

Drug info
BFA >
datal ase

rged.*Additional information outside the purpose of the reporting will be cha

Aggregate analysis
If signal is noted-causality
determination

nfo

25
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More complex and newer drug information will only be shared with doct rs. Any tren in the
reports will be fed back to doctors as soon as they have been processed by the eam. Each potential
reporter will be given separate access number to the SMS and MMS thus doctor will have a if fferent
access number for proper identification and determination on what type of info ation can be shared
with reporter.

DIMES will not release any judgment on causal relationship until formal causali determinatio using
algorithm or global introspection is done.

Technical Details

Reporter

Doctor (cell phone)

or Patients (cell phone)

Regulatory Agency
Database of Product
Registrations (CPRs)
List of accredited drug companies

r-----------~fu
Cell Phone
SIMof
3 SMS providers

Web and obile
applicatio provider
independe~t of the
telecom gateway
provider

Drug Information and nitoring Even s for Safety
(DIMES) analyzes repo . I

Receives final database f reporters an~ reports.
Database of Drug info e . Medwatch,T xline
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Appendix 3 Scenarios of other possible inquiries and default replies from the system for tients:

Scenario A for type of reaction being reported by patients

z
I~

..~

I might be experiencing an ADE.

Please provide your name, sex, age, drug
names, dose prescribed, dose taken,
batch#, diseases, name of MD

---------------------- ..~My name, name, sex, age, drug names,
dose prescribed, dose taken, batch#,
diseases, name ofMD, are ...

Possibl ADE, Pt name,
sex, ag , drug names,
dose p scribed, dose
taken, tch#, diseases,
name MD,

According to XXX, you might be experiencing an
ADE. Please call your MD immediately.

According to XXX, the ADE you described is not
possible. Please call your MD for clarification.

Scenario B for patients

I I want another doctor

We are sorry, but the service option you
are requesting is not available at this time.

u
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Scenario C for patients

.. ~

What are the possible side effects
of .... ?

--.' Please provide your name, sex,
age, diseases, name of JvIT)

---------------------- ..~
My name, sex, age, diseases,
name of JvIT) are .....

According to XXX, the
possible side effects are ..... ? If
you have specific concerns
please visit your doctor

•

I

~

~
I

o
u

28
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Scenario E for patients

My drug is not available in my local pharmacy

According to XXX, the drug is not
available in that form, Please contact
your MD for confirmation,

29
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Scenario F for patients

My drug is not available in my dosage at my
local pharmacies.

Please provide your name, sex,
age, drug names, dose prescribed,
dose taken, batch#, diseases, name
ofMD

~

~ 00
My name, name, sex, age, drug
names, dose prescribed, dose taken, ~ """""

batch#, diseases, name ofMD,
~ U

are ...

~ <
~ ~

~
~ ~

< 0 <
~

U ==According to XXX, you might be
able to purchase your drug dosage ~
at.. ..

According to XXX, the drug is not
available in that form. Please
contact your MD for confirmation or
instructions.

-

30
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Scenario G for patients

How come I am not feeling better?

Please provide your name, sex, age, drug
names, dose prescribed, dose taken,
batch#, diseases, name of MD

My name, name, sex, age, drug
names, dose prescribed, dose taken,
batch#, diseases, name ofMD,
are ...

According to XXX, you might be
using a fake drug. Please contact
your MD immediately

According to XXX, the drug is
not a fake. Please contact your
MD for confirmation.

31
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SCENARIO FOR DOCTORS

Scenario 1 for doctors

Please provide your name, sex, age, drug
names, dose prescribed, dose taken, ~
batch#, diseases, name of MD

~ ··00

....... ~ ~ ~

0 ~ U
.: <~ My name, name, sex, age, drug ~

names, dose prescribed, dose taken,
~ ~

U batch#, diseases, name ofMD,
are ...

~
0

~

0 <
U ==

~

According to XXX, the drug is
available at. ...

32
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Scenario 2 for doctors

What is this dosage of the drug available?

.~

o

Please provide your name, sex, age, drug
names, dose prescribed, dose taken,
batch#, diseases, name of MD

My name, name, sex, age, drug names,
dose prescribed, dose taken, batch#,
diseases, name ofMD, are ...

According to XXX, your dosage
is available at ....

~

o
u

33
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Scenario 3 for doctors
Qneryon

~

•••••••••••••••••••• • I There may be a possible drug to drug interaction

11' Ibi, drug' oo"nkrl'eif? I

Please provide your name, drug names,
drug dose, batch#,.

My name, drug names, drug
dose, batch#, are ....

According to XXX, your batch is a
counterfeit. Please contact BF AD
immediately

According to XXX, your batch is not a
counterfeit. To continue, please provide
concomitant drugs and dosages to check for
drug to drug interactions

................ ~
I

The concomitant drugs and dosages are ."

et:
~

E--

~~
00~
I-(

~I II IU

~I II 1<
~

et:
<
==
~

•••••
The possible
interaction. Ptl
comorbi<;!l,.ti,.,
~~s1lJ..rdos

There may NOT be a possible drug to drug interaction

34
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Scenario 4 for doctors

Is there a risk for drug to drug interaction for .... ?

~

- ~

E-! •...
....

I' •••••• ;:;
Please provide your name, concomitant ~

Possible drug to llrug
interaction. MD name,

drug names and doses, pt age, sex, and
~

concomitant dru names
',' comorbidities and doses, pt age sex, and E-!

0 comorbidities. 00
E-!

U ~

Z U

~ <
~ ~ ~

Eo-< ~

< <
~ ==-"" I ~f'C""'"" I There may be a possible drug to drug interaction

' ..

I There may NOT be a possible drug to drug interaction I

5
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DII\i~S - Technical Manual

1.0 Introduction

This document covers the technical aspects of the SMS-based softv are solution
called Drug Information &. Monitoring Events System, or DIM S.

DIMES was created by a specialized software development team (h enceforth referred
to as Service Provider) led by Michael Jabillo, an independent IT onsultant. The
solution was designed based on business requirements defined by he Foundation for
the Advancement of Clinical Epidemiology, Inc. (FACE, Inc), header by Jody
Dalmacion, MD, MSc, FPOGS.

The integrated solution consists of hardware and software installed on-premises
(non-hosted) and provide the following basic services:

• Facilitate inbound and outbound SMS communications
• Route inbound SMS reports / feedback / inquiries into a rela ional database
• Present the gathered data through a custom reporting appli ation
• Facilitate sending / broadcasting of relevant SMS messages 0 participants

The following sections discuss the components of the solution in de ail, as well as key
operational aspects of the system.

This document assumes that the reader takes on the responsibilitie ~ of a system
operator / administrator and, as such, already has a working know edge of the
following:

• PC hardware operations, maintenance, and administration
• Windows as operations, maintenance, and administration
• Basic Windows networking (LAN and Internet)
• Mobile phone operation (SMS, load)

This document does NOT cover how to use the DIMES application ( his aspect is
covered in the User's Manual) but rather focuses on what components make DIMES
work, and how to keep DIMES working.

2.0 System Pre-requisites

DIMES is primarily custom software created by the Service Provide , and requires
FACE,Inc. to provide the following computing environment to host the application:

• as
CPU
RAM
Drive
Port

: Windows (XP Pro / Vista Prof 7 Pro, or Server 200 / 2008)
: Pentium 4 or higher
: 1GB free, or more
: 1GB free, or more
: USB 2.0

•
•
•
•

On top of the basic Windows installation, the following additional f atures must also
be installed:

© 2011 mjabillo Page 1 of 18
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• Internet Information Server (IIS)
• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Express
• Microsoft Excel
• Microsoft .NET Framework

2.1 lIS

IIS is the web server component that comes free with any of the W ndows versions
mentioned above. This is required for deploying the DIMES web ap plication
software.

2.2 SQL Server

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Express is the free relational database 5 erver used by the
Service Provider for the data layer of the solution.

2.3 Microsoft Excel

Excel is the spreadsheet application used to update the key tables fthe system. It
need not be installed on the host computer - updates can be perfo med from any
computer in the same LANthat has Excel.

2.4 Microsoft.NET Framework

Microsoft .NET Framework is a free downloadable software framew rk that contains
libraries that are used by most software developed for the Window platform. The
DIMES solution relies heavily on the libraries provided by the .NET ramework.

3.0 Solution Components

DIMES is an integrated solution that consists of hardware and softv are installed on
the host computing environment mentioned above.

DIME ~

I
DIMES

Web
,&'pphC.lOOn

G5-;') .•. sostem
~"iU-, 51!',;. us-e

;rou1tij1i!?tl1C'fie'<Tl$
('3"'0i1L'Ov1Er':lr.y

r,'J(.fI:; SM~~'~Oi:J!T!Ej

DIMES Da base
\Nmdows
Ser-v ices
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3.1 DIMES Custom Components

The items specifically developed by the Service Provider for FACE, c. are:

• DIMES web application
• DIMES database
• DIMES windows services

The DIMES web application was developed in ASP.NETand is thus i stalled by the
Service Provider on top of IIS and Microsoft. NETFramework. It us s pre-compiled
web forms which contain a combination of HTMLand dynamic code written in C#
(code-behind model).

The DIMES database was developed on Microsoft SQL Server 2008. It is comprised
of tables, views, and Stored Procedures for implementing the data yer of the
solution.

The DIMES windows services are background programs that proce inbound and
outbound SMS between the DIMES web application and the SMS G teway application
(discussed below). These programs were developed in C#.

NB: installation and configuration of all custom components are ha died by the
Service Provider as part of the engagement with FACE,Inc. and ar therefore not
documented in detail.

3.2 supporting Components

Other mandatory components provided by the Service Provider ar

• iTegno GSM Modem (3 units)
• powered USB hub
• BizTXT Lite SMS Gateway

The iTegno GSM Modems act as
the solution's interface to the telco
networks. When attached with any
telco SIM card, SMS can be sent
and received through the modems,
as long as they are connected to a
PCthat has an application for
interfacing with the modems (in
DIMES' case, the BizTXT Lite SMS
Gateway).

Three units of iTegno GSM
modems were provided for the
DIMES application - one for each major telco in the Philippines (S
Sun).

Installation of the modem (and their required drivers) is handled b the Service
Provider.

© 2011 mjabillo Page 3 of 18



The modems may be connected directly to the
host computer's USB port if the computer has a
sufficient number of USB ports available. If not,
a powered USB hub will be necessary to
accommodate all three modems. A powered hub
may be provided by the Service Provider.

NB: It is imperative that the USB hub has its own
power adapter and draws power from the mains
(220v), as one USB port cannot provide sufficient
current to all three GSM modems.

The BizTXT Lite SMS Gateway completes the solution
program interface between the GSM modems and th
application (specifically the DIMES windows services) It is proprietary
software offered by the Service Provider, and was inc uded mainly to
fast-track the development of the DIMES application.

Installation and configuration of BizTXT is also handled by the Serv ce Provider and is
therefore not discussed in detail within this document.

4.0 System Operations

This section discusses the essential operational processes for keepi g the DIMES
application system in good working order and assumes that all sys m pre-requisites
and all system components are properly installed and configured.

The hierarchy of operating components are as follows:

1. GSM Modem Connection
2. BizTXT Lite Service
3. SQL Server Database
4. SQL Server Service
S. DIMES Windows Services
6. Internet Information Service
7. DIMES Web Application
8. SIM and Load Maintenance

At any given time, after the PC has booted up, the solution compo ents can be
checked in the above sequence, to make sure that the system is i proper working
order.

NB: The system operator / administrator need not perform all the steps every time
the PC is restarted. All the components are configured to start-up normally when the
PC starts up. The following sections go through the components i detail merely to
provide additional technical background on how the various comp ents work
together, and how they interact with other Windows features.

For information on how to address specific problems, please refer 0 the section on
Troubleshooting.
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4.1 GSM Modem Connection

The GSM Modems need to be connected in the following manner:

.------/ :;,)i'l"i(' US(i Hub P'Jrt
W:}Ht:' th~y ·•...dy(:

("t--::t!Pfl

AI'N)~:" P utj USB

Hlib to t-ic Sa11(' PC

lliJggc-o into ihl.'l'::'

!21Ci.•!):r UPS.

During installation, the modems and ports are marked and number d by the Service
Provider. When the modems and USB hub are first plugged in, the modem drivers
bind to a specific port in the USB Hub, and USB Hub driver binds t a specific USB
port in the PC, This is by design. BizTXTLite SMS Gateway depen s on these
specific bindings for proper operations, which is why it is very impo ant that the
connections remain the same through the lifetime of the applicatio

Also, the modems require consistent power supply, which is why it s equally
important that the USB Hub power adapter be consistently plugged into the mains or
a UPSfor 220V supply.

Disconnecting Devices

If, for any reason, the modems and / or USB Hub need to be disco
PC, the BizTXT Ute Service need to be stopped first (see the next
doing so. Alternatively, the PCcan be shut down first before disco
devices. Reconnect the devices to their original ports BEFORErest

4.2 Checking the status of BizTXT Lite Service

The BizTXT Lite Service is the software interface between the DIM
the modems. This service, in effect, manages all inbound and out
SMS messages can be sent or received by the system if this servic
properly.

To check if the BizTXTLite Service is running:

nected from the
ction) before
necting the
rting the Pc.

application and
und 5(\115. No
is not running

1. Go to Start, Programs, BizTXT Lite, then click on the BizTX Lite proqrarn to
launch it.
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2. When BizTXT Lite launches, click on the Configuration tab

BizlXT Ute v3.0

1000<
Configuration

&<lnt

The screen above shows BizTXT Lite in proper working order. The ervice status is
indicated at the top right area of the screen, "Service is Started", and the indicator
lights show mostly green and NO red.

Payment .•.
I Default Device 511"1 Pin Carrier I2J tl
I
\

o iTegro GPRSWreless Modern Giooe ~ ,'.

ITegm GPRSwreess Modem #2 Sun . 'If;..,. ~De~-:J
I rregno GPRSweeess Modern #3 Smart . ~rhOfl"o..,uf

Keyword,

COnfiguration
Appli£atiion SettingsFolder Setting!;

About
seconds,

Inbound: c:\programF~es\.saklolodotnet\BizT 1.,:-1
Outbound: C:\Progr am fi!es\sak.lolodotnet\BizT

Loc(d Cuuntry Code; 63
Archive: C;\Progr.am Files\sokJQ/odotnet\6izT

Sent: C:\Prograrn Fnes\$a~Jo!odotnst\Bi:;:T

UnSent: C:\Program Fiies\saidolodotnet\Bi2'T L:::_ j

Log file: c:\prooram Files\saklolodotnet\BizT

Payment: C:\Program FI~9$\saklolodotn8t'~BI2T

Service has been restarted.

Configuration

GSM Mo ern is connected

SIM Ca d is connected

Sig lal Strength
license is Activated

5IMPin Cartier fS f! (If) Ii 'i

!.- J oelete 0'1~.

0t~ ,~ a oelete

.~~ '" J Oelete ~J
AddOe •••iCI!! Ref~esh

Defilult Device

Foldel' Settings

4.3 Stopping I Starting the BizTXTLite Service

If you need to disconnect devices (SIM, modem, USB Hub, USB Hu power, USB
connectors), dick on the button "Stop Service" to stop the BizTXT ite service.
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When the service is stopped, the top right area of the screen shoul show, "Service
not Started", at which point it should be safe to disconnect any of he GSMdevices.

To start the service, ensure that the devices are properly connecte in their
respective ports (original positions, as installed), then click on the utton "Start
Service".

When the service is started, the top right area of the screen should show, "Service
is Started", at which point the system should return to normal SM operations.

You may then close the BizTXT Lite Program.

IMPORTANT:

Closing the BizTXT Lite Program does NOTstop the BizTXT Lite Ser
service is started (as indicated in the top right area of the BizTXTL
screen), it means that the service is already running in the backgr
SMS operations should continue.

ice. When the
e Program
nd, and normal

Also, before launching the BizTXT Lite Program, check in your task ar if another
instance is already running - look for the BizTXTLite logo. If you e the logo, just
click on it to restore the program window.

Lccal Spte".
Lot~1 SY$te".

BizTXT lite in the

taskbar
mane Local $yste",
HI Local Syst~,..
•led Local Sy,k"

matic Local SY5te...
mane Net-Nork $",

Should you encounter any abnormal behavior in the configuration creen, refer to
the section on Troubleshooting.

4.4 SQL Server Database

The DIMES application uses database tables that were specifically reated in
Microsoft SQL Server. During first installation, the Service Provide created the
DIMES database in the host machine, thus enabling it for storing a d retrieving
information for the DIMESWindows Services and DIMES Web Appl cation.

To view the database:

1. Go to Start, Programs, SQL Server 2008, then click SQLSe ver Management
Studio.
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2. In the Connect to Server window, specify:
a. Server type: Database Engine
b. Server name: localhost
c. Authentication: SQL Server Authentication
d. Login: sa
e. Password: ADRpassword123

I ~ SOlSerVen008
J~I

IDatabase Engine _________________ IrServer tope:

.server name: localhom

~entication: I SOL Server AJJthenticallon

!,pgin:

Eassword:
Remember psssword

Qptions »~ ~onnect

3. When the SQL Server Management Studio opens, you will fi d that the Object
Explorer pane (left side of the screen) presents a tree view f the locally
installed database system.

4. Expand to localhost, Databases, ADR, Tables to view all tabl s created for the
DIMES application.

At this point, you are just able to verify that there is indeed an AD database in the
host machine and that the table structures exist. However, any fu her action on the
database requires SQL Server database administration skills and S L programming
skills. Further actions at this level are out of the scope of this doc ment.

What is relevant to normal operations is the availability of the DIM S database in
SQL Server, which should have been established during installatio

4.5 SQL Server Service

More important to day-to-day operations, the SQL Server service ( hich is the main
background program for handling database transactions) must be unning at all
times that the DIMESapplication is running. This can be verified t rough the
following steps:

1. Right-click on My Computer, then click Manage.
2. On the left pane of the Computer Management window, yo should see a tree

view of all the different manageable objects in your compu r.
3. Click on Services (for newer Windows versions, it's Service and Applications,

then Services).
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4. On the right pane of the window, you should see a list of all installed services
and their status. Scroll down to find SQLServer (MS LSERVER).

Th~ 5:J<W~'" ~t",! ':"~tHmk Lccel ~(!te"

T..,,, :'is.::~.-. ~uJIt ':'"1:o,,,.k ~D

51Jr:~c~ f;;." 5t<1i ':"itCrr.aI1C teea! $y~~ ..
Prc·.'irlE~rID... s.tdlt A'Jtamlt,{ tocet s.J~te..
~.;':.:;:g"; ~C_~ r..h!",,"~' It>;~1 ~~ ..\("

;':!",,'S~h.,<.. I.·~"-J"! tc>(""l£.,~~~,

F:t(.e.i:.~ tr,zt~. t.~lIt.oJ~' t!X~j~:.i(!'.
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5. In the column Status, it should indicate that the service is" tarted", and the
Startup Type should be "Automatic" to enable the service t automatically
start when the system starts (or restarts).

6. If, by any chance, the service is not started, Right-click on e row of SQL
Server, then click Start.

Again, all configurations must have been established upon first ins allation of the
system by the Service Provider, and the above steps may not be n cessary for day-
to-day operations.

4.6 DIMES Windows Services

Windows Services, in general, are much like any other Windows p gram (e.g.
notepad.exe, excel.exe) except that services do their tasks in the ackground and
they respond to specific events.

For DIMES, two Windows services were created by the Service Pro ider. These are:

• ADR.Adapter.Inbound
• ADR.Adapter.Outbound

These two services handle all the business rules that pertain to in
outgoing messages. As the names imply, ADR.Adapter.Inbound h
messages, and ADR.Adapter.Outbound handles outgoing message

ming and
ndles incoming

As with other components of the solution, these services should b properly
configured at install time, and that day-to-day operations need no look into the
services regularly.
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1. Right-click on My Computer, then click Manage.
2. On the left pane of the Computer Management window, you hould see a tree

view of all the different manageable objects in your comput r.
3. Click on Services (for newer Windows versions, it's Services nd Applications,

then Services).
4. On the right pane of the window, you should see a list of all

and their status. Scroll down to find ADR.Adapter.Inbou
ADR.Adapter.Outbound.

They can, however, be inspected the same way that other Window
inspected.
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5. In the column Status, both services should indicate that th
and both Startup Types should be "Automatic" to enable th
automatically start when the system starts (or restarts).

6. If, by any chance, either service is not started (or both are
Right-click on its row, then click Start.

NB: either service will start only if all components above are start

4.7 Internet Information Services

The default web server for the Windows platform is Internet Infor
lIS. This is a feature that allows Windows-based machines to hos
web-based applications (such as DIMES web application).

As with other components of the solution, lIS should be properly c nfigured on the
host machine at install time, and day-to-day operations need not I ok into this
service regularly.

1. Right-click on My Computer, then click Manage.
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2. On the left pane of the Computer Management window, you should see a tree
view of all the different manageable objects in your comput r.

3. Click on Services (for newer Windows versions, it's Services nd Applications,
then Services).

4. On the right pane of the window, you should see a list of all nstalled services
and their status. Scroll down to find World Wide Web Pu Iishin!1 Service
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5. In the column Status, the service should indicate that it is "

Startup Type should be "Automatic" to enable the service t
start when the system starts (or restarts).

6. If, by any chance, the service is not started, Right-click on i s row, then click
Start.

4.8 DIMES Web Application

The custom-build DIMESweb application runs on top of all compo
above. If all the required components are running, then the appli
accessible from an Internet browser.

To test if the application is running:

nts discussed
tion should be

1. Launch Internet Explorer or Firefox (latest versions are rec mmended).
2. In the URL/ Address field, type

http://localhostjADR

or, if you are accessing it over the local area network

http://drjody / ADR

3. If the system is in working order, you should be able to se the Report page
of the application.
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r::~:,:.,; }Drug information &
••••_ij!IMonitoring Events System

The DIMES application running from a browser indicates that the a plication is
properly installed and configured, and that it is able to access the atabase to
retrieve records.

Report [i<if.8£hJ
Filter: Start Datec End Date: EVi:!'!t E. DrugName EJ Indication

The system is now ready for end-to-end testing and operations - f om SMS to DIMES
Web Application, and from DIMES Web Application to SMS.
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4.9 SIM and Load Maintenance

The DIMES solution installed at FACE,Inc. includes three iTegno G M modems, each
containing a SIM card from the major Philippine telco providers (5 ART, Globe,
Sun). To be able to continuously send SMSthrough these SIM car s, they all must
have sufficient load credits.

NB: Alternatively, FACE,Inc. may also use post paid SIM cards, to eliminate the
need to regularly load the SIMs.

For prepaid SIMs, however, loading becomes a regular manual tas

The actual methods of purchasing and utilizing telco loads are vari d and dynamic,
so they will not be discussed here. But, in general, E-LOADS,or ethods that allow
you to just pass load to a target number, are preferred for DIMES.

Methods that require you to take out the SIM from the iTegno GS modems (and
possibly insert them in a temporary mobile phone) are slightly mo e inconvenient but
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are nonetheless supported. If you need to take out the SIM, re nember to stop
the BizTXT Lite Service first. Refer to Section 4.3 of this docum nt.

Should you need to replace a SIM, keep in mind that modems are (pnfigured to a
specific telco provider. The system will NOTdetect the provider of i:I SIM. It's best if
you use a new SIM from the same provider as the SIM being replaced. If you must
replace the telco, then BizTXTneeds to be re-configured to change he telco
provider. In this case, please contact your Service Provider.

5.0 Other Administrative Tasks / Notes

This section discusses other items that are not necessarily directly elated to DIMES,
but are nonetheless essential to the proper operation of DIMES.

5.1 System Updates

Windows requires regular updates over the Internet to get the late t patches and
fixes to known errors, security issues and vulnerabilities. It would be ideal if the
host machine is configured to this regularly and automatically (Con rol Panel,
Windows Update settings). If a dedicated connection to the Intern t is not possible,
then manually downloading and installing updates on a bi-weekly t asis should also
suffice.

5.2 Anti-Virus Updates

Apart from patches and fixes to the operating system, it is also irn] erative that the
host machine has an anti-virus program installed, and that such prpqrarn be updated
with the latest virus signatures (from its manufacturer) on a regulc r basis. An anti-
virus program is only as good as its latest signatures, and a cornprprnise to the
system may result to loss of data.

6.0 Troubleshooting

This section attempts to provide the system operator / administrator some basic
knowledge on how to identify and possibly solve problems that malt interrupt the
normal operation of DIMES.

It is recommended that these steps be attempted by a person whc already has
working knowledge of the following:

• PChardware operations, maintenance, and administration
• Windows OS operations, maintenance, and administration
• Basic Windows networking (LAN and Internet)
• Mobile phone operation (SMS, load)

It may also be a good idea for the system operator / administrator to familiarize with
this technical manual in its entirety, to gain a good background on all system
components.

© 2011 mjabillo Page 13 of 18



1. I am unable to access the DIMES application from another c mputer.

If you are accessingthe application from another computer i the local area
network, you may have networking issues between your co puter and the
DIMEShost machine (drjody). The correct URLis http://drj dy/adr

Try to ping the drjody machine from a command prompt (or console). If you
are unable to reach it, it may be a network problem. Consu your network
administrator. If you are able to reach it, ask the system 0 erator of DIMES
to test directly from the drjody machine if the DIMESappllc tion can be
accessed.

Try to accessany other internet site to rule out any proble with the
browser. If this test is ok, try to accessDIMESand be sure hat you are
using the correct URL:

2. I am unable to accessthe DIMESapplication from the host achine itself.

http://drjody/adr or http://localhost/adr

If you are unable to accessthe application,

a. Check if IIS is started. If it is stopped, start it (refer to Section 4.7)
b. Check if SQL Server is started. If it is stopped, start it (refer to

Section 4.5)
c. If both steps a and b fail, try to restart the machine.
d. If, upon restarting, IIS or SQLare not starting, then here is a problem

with these pre-requisites. Contact the Service Provi er for inputs, or
consult documentation on IIS or SQLServer.

e. If, upon restarting, IIS and/or SQLServer are opera ional, yet the
DIMESweb application is still not accessible, contact the Service
Provider. Some key files or components may have en corrupted.

3. I am unable to send and / or receive SMSthrough the DIM S web application.

outbound Test. Send a text message from DIMES. It is est if you can
send one message to three different target numbers, one f r each major telco
(Smart, Globe, Sun).

Inbound Test. From any phone, try to send a text messa e to DIMES. It is
best if you can send one message to each of the three mod
(Smart, Globe, Sun).

If the system can send outbound messages but cannot rec ive messages,
then this rules out modem connection issues. Check if the IMES Windows
Services are both running (refer to Section 4.6). Take part cular note of
ADR.Adapter.Inbound and make sure that it is running.

If system is able to receive inbound messages in DIMES, t n this rules out
modem connection issues. Check if the BizTXTLite service (Section 4.2) and
the DIMESWindows Services (Section 4.6) are running. T ke particular note
of the ADR.Adapter.Outbound service, and make sure that t is running.

© 2011mjabillo
Page 14 of 18
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If any of the services are not running (BizTXT Lite, ADR.Ada ter.Outbound,
ADR.Adapter.Inbound), try to start it.

If you are unable to start either DIMES Windows Services, s ip to Item 4.

If you are unable to start BizTXTLite, skip to Item 5.

If the services are running, Inbound Test works works for al modems, but
Outbound Test fails for one or all of the modems, it is possi Ie that the
modem(s) require(s) load. Check the SIM for load. If you ust take out the
SIM to check the load (using another phone), be sure to sto the BizTXTLite
Service first (refer to Section 4.3).

4. I am unable to start the DIMESWindows Services.

If you are unable to start either ADR.Adapter.Inbound or
ADR.Adapter.Outbound, check if the SQL Server Service is
stopped, try to start it (refer to Section 4.5).

nning. If it is

If after starting SQL Server Service, you are still unable to
Windows Services, try restarting the machine to reset all pr
services. If, after restarting, DIMES Windows Services still
contact the Service Provider. Some configuration settings
damaged and need to be restored.

art the DIMES
grams and
o not start,
ay have been

5. I am unable to start the BizTXTLite Service.

BizTXTLite depends on the proper connection of hardware evices (iTegno
GSM modems, USB Hub, connectors, SIM cards). If you ar unable to start
BizTXTLite (steps in Section 4.3), then you need to check t e connections
(refer to Section 4.1).

Without disconnecting them, perform an ocular inspection 0 the modems to
make sure that the green lights are blinking (not static) a that the SIMs
are connected properly. Inspect, too, the USB Hub's conne tion to the PC
and its power adapter connection to the mains.

Green

indicator light
(mist be
iJlinkins

SIM must ""
....--f!-----l proJl'€rlV

attached

Also, as was stressed in Section 4.1, the modems must be roperly connected
in their respective ports (original positions, as installed). If this is not the
case, do your best to return them to their original positions

After ensuring that all devices are connected properly, try t start BizTXTLite
Service (Section 4.3).

Page 15 of 18© 2011 mjabillo
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6. None of these steps are able to help me fix my problem.

It is possible that the positions of the modem have been sw ched, or you
may still have a connection problem.

One more test that you can do is to open Device Manager t( see if the
modems are recognized properly.

a. Right-click on My Computer, then click Manage.
b. On the left pane of the Computer Management windc w, you should see

a tree view of all the different manageable objects in your computer.
c. Click on Device Manager.
d. On the right pane of the window, you should see a Ii t of all installed

devices. Look for the node Modems and expand it.

If, at this point, you do not see the node Modems, tr en it means that
the computer is not detecting any of the GSM moder s. You may try
connecting the modems, one by one, directly to the C, just to see if
they will be detected. If so, this may be a problem v ith the USB Hub
or its power adapter, or the PC'sUSB port.

Apart from the possible hardware problem, transferr hg the modems to
a different hub or different port would entail reconfigWration of BizTXT
Lite. It is best to consult with the Service Provider f r possible re-
configu ration.

e. Upon expanding the node Modems, you should see something similar
to the following figure:

~ Reliability and Perform;: .
!ti'j Device Manager
[Storage
~ Disk Mdndgem~nt
Services and Applications

1±I·1.::~ Floppy drive controllers
@·Q·ID Human Interface Devices
tt}'L~ IDE ATAIATAPI controllers
ffi···.::::;; Keyboards
I~J..tl Mice and other pointing dq..-ices
S(ggj Modems

j.l.:kI iTegno GPRSWireless ~ odem
!~I iTegno GPRS Wireless ~ odem #2
:.~ iTegno GPRS Wireless ~ ode m #3

1:tJ ..~i Monitors
ffi.lS; NetINork adapters

The ideal scenario is for you to see all three iTegno ( PRSWireless
Modems (numbered up to #3).

If not all three are visible, then it may be a connecti n problem with
the modem. Check for loose cables.

If the numbering goes beyond the number of moden s (#4, #5, etc),
then this is an indication that the modems were not eturned to their
original positions (mis-matched ports, or the USB HI b was connected
to a different port in the PC).
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Try your best to follow the markings made during in allation until you
arrive at the ideal view in Device Manager, Modems figure above).

Once you arrive at the ideal numbering, try restartin the PCand
check if BizTXT Lite Services start normally.

f. If these steps fail, contact the Service Provider, with information on
the steps that you took to diagnose the problem.

<end of document>

© 2011 Michael Jabillo
mjabillo@gmail.com
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GUIDELINES FOR REPORTING TO DIMES

Table of Contents

I. The objective of DIMES

II. Technical component

III. Registration requirement

IV. Guideline in reporting
V. Analysis and causality determination

VI. Ethics and confidentiality

I. Objectives of DIMES

1. What" is DIMES?

54

DIMES stands for Drug Information and Monitoring Events for Safety. It is an ele tronic-based system for

reporting adverse drug reactions (ADR) as well as a resource for drug-related inf rrnation,

2. Whaj~ is DIMES not?

DIMES is in no way meant to replace the role of the physician in the care of their patients. Drug

Information, which can affect prescribing instructions about the reported drug will be shared with the

regulatory agency only after careful assessment has been done and reporter/s ve been informed.

II. Technical Components of the DIMES System

a. computer with Internet access - which will allow the DIU manager to a ess the Web Tools

b. Access code - which will route all information sent to the DIMES databa e
c. DIMES Web Tools - houses the DIMES database; contains a feedback/r Iy facility which will

allow the DIU Manager to respond to reports/queries
d. Relevant literature on drugs and medicines - serve as basis for replies t patients' physicians

e. DIU Manager - responds to patients/physicians; handles the DIMES dat base

DIMES Services
The reporting system is open to both doctors and patients. Traditionally, report ng of suspected ADRs

has been limited to health professionals. However, studies have shown that the SMS is an effective tool

for delivering services and information related to health and patients' complian e to medication.

a. For patients - for reporting of suspected ADRs either directly by patien or their care givers

who are possible sources of ADR originating from wrong administratio of their medication,
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wrong storage, problems with dosing compliance, tolerability and other i sues related to the

improper use of drugs.
b. For physicians - for reporting of suspected ADRsas well as requesting fo drug-related

information (known drug interactions, dosage form availability, known A Rs,etc.)

DIMESOperating Hours

DIMESwill operate from 9am to 5 pm on weekdays only. DIU Manager must res ond to received

reports/ queries within 24 hours.

III. Registration Requirement

Doctors should register to the system so that the additional service of con ulting with the System

Manager and accessto drug information, which are not available to patients, ca be rightfully delivered.

Patients cannot be pre identified by the system since they have no previous

Thus, a prompt will be given to the reporter to identify if he is a patient or a

forgets or fails to identify himself.

gistration information.

ealth professional if he

IV. Guideline for Reporting

1. How is information relayed from the patient/ physician to DIMES and ack again to the

patient/ physician?

A patient or physician will send an SMS (Short Message Sending) or text to an a ess code containing the

required information to report a suspected ADR. This information will then be valuated by the system

for completeness of the sent information. If deemed complete, the system ill then send a generic

system reply back to the sender (patient/ physician) informing him/ her of a uccessful submission. If

deemed incomplete, the system will send a message to the sender reque ing for the missing or

incomplete information. The system will only prompt once the sender 0 provide the missing
information. The DIMES Drug Information Unit (DIU) Manager will receive all t reports sent by means
of a Web Tool which can only be accessed via the Internet. The most appr priate response will be

determined utilizing the appropriate drug reference. Advice will then be sent s an SMS or text via the

Web Tool to the patient! physician as necessary. This process is the same for dr g-related queries.

2. Parts of the Web Tool Interface

Please refer to Manual "Dimes Manual"
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3. Sample Interaction between Patient/ Physician and DIU Manager via t Web Tool

a. The DIU Manager receives a report/querv from a patient/ physician

in the following format-Norvasc/shortness of breath/F/52/Dr. Josephine Tan

A system generated response will be automatically sent to the patient acknowle ging receipt of the

report and informing him/ her of when a response from the DIU Manager shoul be expected.

DIU Manager will assess the report, perform a literature search and/ or consult t e patient's physician,

and an appropriate response will be made to the patient.

b. If the DIU Manager needs to consult or inform the patient's physician egarding his/her

patient's status, the DIU Manager will send a message via the Web Tool a the physician

REPLY- Dr. Tan, please be informed that your patient ....

c. The DIU Manager will enter his/her response to be received by the pat ent

REPLYTO PATIENT- According to XXX Reference, you might be experiencing an DR. Please contact

your physician immediately.

4. Types of Allowable Responses by the DIU Manager

a. Reports of ADRs from Patients

1. According to XXX, you might be experiencing an ADR. Pleas call your IVID

immediately.

2. According to XXX, the ADR you described is not possible. PI ase call your MD for

clarification.

3. According to XXX, you might be experiencing an ADR. Pleas go the ERimmediately

* Receipt of reports from Physicians will be acknowledged by the system. The D U Manager need not

reply to these reports.

b. Queries from Physicians - responses to queries must contain the foil ing:

1. Source of information (i.e. Title, page number, etc.)
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2. Minimally altered from original text, if not verbatim

57

3. Date of source (e.g. publication date, access date if information from an Internet source)

V. Analysis and Causality Determination

1. Extracting the Patient/ Physician Database from the Web Tool

The reports will be reviewed monthly unless there are ADRs which are serious
following are considered serious: death, disability and conditions that pote

consultation such as convulsion, severe bleeding or loss of consciousness. DI
refers to drug database or surf the internet for similar reports from the sam
Adverse drug reactions have been reported for the suspect drugs by earlier rep

physician is shared this information. But no judgment of causality will be given b

nature or severe. The
tlallv need emergency

manager immediately
drugs. If the reported

rts or studies, then the

DIMES.

The system is also defaulted to give an alert for similar ADRs coming in cluste of 5 or more during a

month since this is a rare occurrence. If a particular drug is also reported more han 5 times in a month

regardless of the nature of the ADR, this will also be defaulted to give an al t for the DIU to do an

analysis. This is also immediately sent to the DIMES evaluators.

Dimes evaluators are composed of a Pharmacoepidemiologist, social scientis to formulate the right
advisory in case an alert must be released, health economist, Pharmacologist nd Community worker-

epidemiologist. They are convened to analyze probable causation of ADR report d with the suspect drug

using algorithm described below.

The Algorithm for determining association.

1. Is there temporal relation between ADR/ADE and drug administration?

YES

t
NO-possibly not AD

2. Was the drug given?
In the recommended dose
and route? YES NO- Possible toxicity 0

Medication errors. ease
Note expiration and ot #

t1
3. Was dosing intentional? NO YES- consider suicide

1-
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4. Is there any literature reporting !
same reactions with the suspect drug YES NO- Stop most likely n.r>:
5. Are there other drug intake
for other diseases?

58

NO-------probably AD ADEYES
Proceed to next

question

6. Are there any literature
On effect of co morbidity and drugs on
the suspect drug? YES

Consider drug-drug
or drug-disease interaction

NO
Proba Ie
ADR utwait
for m e reports

7. When you stop the drug
Did the reaction decreased
Or disappeared

/
NO

More reports please
YES

Highly pro

ADR

VI. Confidentiality

1. Ensuring confidentiality of Information in DIMES

ble

Only a limited number of people have accessto the information. Original report containing the
patient's/ physician's name can only be accessedby the Principal Investigator a d the Biostatistician. All
information will be kept confidential. The DIU manager, aswell as the Director DIMES,will only be
able to accessthe Web Tools utilizing a password. This password MUSTNOTbe hared with anyone else.

GRVDalmacion2010
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ENHANCING PATIENT SAFETYTHROUGH SMS REPORTING OF 0 UG EVENTS

59

When a drug is sold in the market, complete data on its efficacy may be known but NOT data n SAFETY. Adverse Drug Reaction
(ADR) reporting was established in many countries to report harmful and noxious reactions sus ected to be related to a drug or a
drug interacting with other factors, since other possible reasons can't account for it. Your reports as health providers help in creating
a more complete profile of a drug's SAFETYor their new indications. Known ADRs can also be re orted to quantify its true incidence
distinct to patients in the actual setting. Suspicion of treatment failure can also be reported wit the widespread use of generic and
herbal products in the market. Reporting of a single ADR does not constitute a cause and effect elationship since more reports are
needed.

If you wish to send an ADR report via SMS, please follow the syntax provided:
1. Send report using the syntax:

SUSPEUED EVENT/SUSPEU DRUG/INDICATION FOR SUSPEU DRUG/PATIENT SEX/PATI NT AGE/ PREPARATION PER
DAY**/NUMBER OF DAYS DRUG WAS TAKEN/OTHER MEDICINES/PATIENT'S INITIALS, C -MORBIDITIES, HC

**For drugs with single formulation for a particular form (e.g. Biogesic 500 mg tab), indi ate number of tablets (or capsules)
taken per day:
Example: Abdominal pain/Biogesic/fever/M/21/3 tablets/1/none/MP

**For drugs with specific dosages in milligrams/micrograms/etc. (mg/ug), please indicat total rngs/ugs/units
taken/received per day:
Example: Aeknil 125mg q4 for 6 doses ~ 750 mg

Amoxicillin 500 mg TI D ~ 1500 mg

2. For missing or unknown information, simply put a space followed by a slash sign (e.g. / ).

3. SENDTO
Globe: 09176944806
Sun: 09236525538
Smart: 09494080178

NOTE: Reporting a suspected drug reaction does not imply cause and effect relationship

All information will be directed to a password protected database. Reports will be regularly a alyzed and monitored for possible
trends by DIMES which is housed in the University of the Philippines Manila-National Instit es of Health at Pedro Gil, Ermita.
Important information will be shared with doctors-subscribers. Additional information on medi ine (known ADRs, recent reports of
ADRs, drug-drug interaction) can be requested from DIMES by doctors ONLY. Reports/informati n requests made by non-registered
individuals will not be entertained.

Thank you for your participation in our study.

REGISTRATION FORM

I have read the foregoing information. I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study for x months or for the duration of the
study until its completion. I agree to provide my mobile number and e-rnail address to DIME and that the system manager may
contact me anytime for verification of report/s sent to the system. This may occur particularl during the causality determination
phase of the study when other factors are investigated to determine other possible reasons fo the suspected ADR. All information
will be held in strict confidence.

SURNAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAL

DEPARTMENT/SPECIALIZATION D RESIDENT D FELLO D CONSULTANT

MOBILE NUMBER E-MAIL ADDRES ----,f----------

DATE (mm/dd/yr)

SIGNATURE
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Smart: 09494080178

Report adverse drug events NOW

Send report using the syntax:

Suspected event/suspected medicine /lndkation of use of medicine/Gender
of patient/age of patient! Preparation of the drug /Number of suspected
medicines already taken! Other medicines/Reporter's name and remarks
Example! DiarrheajDoxkydinelUTlIMJ42!1 OOmg tabi4! IJuan del" Cruz

Please include the slash (/) in sending your report for missing or unknown
information, simply place a space foil owed by a slash sign (j)

SENDTO your choice of provider:

Glohe;09116944806 Sun:0933167479

C Drug Information &
iii f\r~onitoring Events for Safety

Poster
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Alert Date Sent Audience Message
1. Antipsychotics and EPS 24-Feb-ll OB Antipsychotic drug labels updated on use during pregnancy to include potential risk for Extra

Pyramidal Symptoms and/or withdrawal symptoms in newborns (of mothers treated during 3rd
trimester). Ex. Clozaril (clozapine), Haldol (haloperidol), Consta (risperidone), Seroquel
(quetiapine), etc. Search of FDA'sAdverse Event Reporting System (AERS)database through Oct
29 '08 identified 69 cases of neonatal EPS or withdrawal with all antipsychotic drugs.
Symptoms: agitation, hypertonia, hypotonia, tremor, somnolence, respiratory distress, feeding
disorder.

2. Abacavirand MI 3-Mar-ll 1M
USFDA continues to monitor ongoing safety review of abacavir (Ziagen/Trizivir/Epzicom) and
possible increased MI risk. Recent FDA's meta-analysis of 26 RCTs:did not show an inc. risk of
MI associated with abacavir use. Please report to DIMESfor any suspected event. Pis refer to
the ff URLsfor more info: http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm245164.htm and
http://www.retroconference.org/2011/ Abstracts/ 42436.htm.

3. PPlsand hypomagnesemia 3-Mar-ll ALL Prescription PPls drugs may cause hypomagnesemia if taken for prolonged periods of time (in
most cases, longer than one year). Pis refer to the ff URLs for more info
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm245011.htm/

4-.Topamax and CLAP 8-Mar-ll OB
USFDA notes an increased risk of development of cleft lip and/or cleft palate (oral clefts) in
infants born to women treated with Topamax (topiramate) during pregnancy. It is now being
placed in Pregnancy Category D. Pis refer to the ff URL for more info:
http://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/Safetylnformation/SafetyAlertsforHumanMedicalProdu
cts/ucm245777.htm

5. Reminder 31-Mar-ll ALL DIMES Reminder: Pis send your ADR reports to any of the ff nos 09176944806 (Globe),
09236S25538 (Sun), or 09494080178 (Smart). Syntax: suspected event/suspect drug/indication

--
Iot suspect ufU"!:i1 jJl :>t::J<.II-'L "6"'1 1-" 1-''''' LA"YI .v v LAGlY" LA.LA6 'V", 'Y"~"/~"'~'

rneds/pt's initials, co-morbidities, etc.
6. Revlimid and CA 1O-May-l1 1M

US FDAis reviewing all information on the drug Revlimid (Ienalidomide) for possible increased
risk of developing new types of cancer. However, there is no recommendation to delay, modify
or restrict its use for FDA-approved indications. Pis refer to the ff URL for more info-
http:! /www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/Safetylnformation/SafetyAlertsforHumanMedicalProdu
cts/ ucm250606.htm.

Alerts sent by SMS from February 24, 2011 to July 23, 2011

f-I
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Alert Date Sent Audience Message
7. Azathioprine and T cell lymphoma 10-May-ll 1M

US FDA continues to receive reports of hepatosplenic T-cell lymphoma primarily in adolescents
and young adults beings treated for Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis with TNF blockers,
azathioprine, and/or mercaptopurine. Pis refer to the ff URLfor more info:

8. Technical advisory 15-May-ll ALL
9. Simvastatin and myopathy 14-Jun-ll ALL FDA recommends that simvastatin 80 mg be used only in pts who have been taking this dose for

12 mos or more and have not experienced muscle toxicity. The 80 mg dose has been associated
with an elevated risk of muscle injury/myopathy esp. during the 1st 12 mos of use. Pis refer to the
ff URL for more info:
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnoun cements/ ucm258338. htm

10. SARI and prostate CA 14-Jun-ll 1M FDA has revised new safety info for 5-alpha reductase inhibitor class of drugs to include increased
risk of high-grade prostate cancer (though risk still remains low). Pis refer to the ff URL for more
info: www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm258314.htm.

11. Piogl itazone and bladder cancer 5-Jul-ll 1M, RD USFDA has noted an increased risk of bladder cancer among pts w/ longest exposure to and
highest cumulative dose of pioglitazone. Pis refer to the ff URL for more info:
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm259150.htm

12. ARBs and CA 5-Jul-ll 1M, RD USFDA has found no evidence of an increased risk of incident CA, CA-related death, breast CA,
lung CA, or prostate CA in pts receiving ARBs (based on a meta-analysis of 31 RCTscomparing
ARBS to other tx). Pis refer to the ff URL for more info:
http://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/Safetylnformation/SafetyAlertsforHumanMedicalProducts
/ucm21918s.htm.

13. Varenicline and cardiac AEs s-Jul-ll 1M, RD
USFDAcommunicates that the smoking cessation aid varenicline (marketed as Champix in the
Phils) may be associated w/ a small, increased risk of CVadverse events in pts w/ CVD. Pis refer to

ttne TT UKL Tormore mro: Illlp://www.raa.gov/urugs/urugScrt-e- V/UI.. .mm.
14. ESAsand CV events 5-Jul-ll 1M, RD

USFDA has modified recommendations for more conservative dosing of Erythropoiesis-Stimulating

I Agents (ESAs)in pts with CKDto improve the safe use of these drugs. Data has showed increased
risks of cardiovascular events w/ ESAsamong CKD pts. Pis refer to the ff URL for more info:
http://www. fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm259639.htm.

15. Valproic and lower cognitive tests 5-Jul-ll OB
USFDAnotes that children born to mothers who take the anti-seizure medication valproate Na or
related products (valproic acid, divalproex Na) during pregnancy have an increased risk of lower
cognitive test scores than children exposed to other anti-seizure medications during pregnancy.
Pis refer to the ff URLfor more info: http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm261543.htm.

Alerts sent by SMS from February 24, 2011 to July 23. 2011
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16. Dronedarone and cardiac AEs 23-Jul-11 1M

USFDAis reviewing data from a clinical trial evaluating the effects of Multaq (dronedarone) in pts
with permanent atrial fibrillation (PAF). The study was preterminated after the ff were found
among pts on Multaq: a 2-fold increase in death, and 2-fold increases in stroke and hospitalization
for heart failure. Healthcare professionals should not prescribe Multaq to pts w/ PAF. Pis refer to
the ff URLfor more info http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm264059.htm.

17. Cardiogen and increased radiation 23-Jul-ll RD
USFDA warns about the potential for inadvertent, increased radiation exposure in pts who
underwent or will be undergoing cardiac PETscans with Rb-82 chloride injection from CardioGen-
82 manufactured by Bracco Diagnostics, Inc. Pis refer to the ff URL for more info
http://www.fda.gov/Safety /MedWatch/Safetyl nformation/Safety AlertsforH uman Med icaIProducts
/ucm263157.htm.

Alerts sent by SMS from February 24, 2011 to July 23, 2011
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The Naranjo algorithm or Naranjo Nomogram is a questionnaire develope by Naranjo et. al. for
determining the likelihood of whether an ADR (adverse drug reaction) is actuall due to the drug rather
than the result of other factors. Probability is assigned via a score termed defini e, probable, possible or
doubtful. Values obtained from the algorithm are sometimes used in peer revi ws to verify the validity
of authors' conclusions regarding adverse drug reactions. It is also called the aranjo scale or Naranjo

score.

1.Is there temporal relation between ADR/ADE and drug administration?
....------ -------.

2.Was the drug given
In the recommended dose
and route?

YES

l
YES

1

NO-possibly not ADR

l
NO- Possible toxicity or

Medication errors. Please
Note expiration and lot #

VES-considJ suicide3.Was dosing intentional? NO

4.ts there any literature reporting ~ 1
same reactions with the suspect drug YES NO- Stop most likely not ADR

/~
5. Are there other drug intake
for other diseases? YES

Proceed to next
question

NO-------probably ADR/ADE

6. Are there any literature I
On effect of co morbidity and drugs on .••
the suspect drug? YES

Consider drug-drug
Or drug-disease interaction

1
NO

probable
ADR but wait

for more reports

7. When you stop the drug
Did the reaction decreased
Or disappeared / 1

NO
More reports please

YES
Highly probabl
ADR
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